
Confíen en el SEÑOR para siempre, porque el SEÑOR es una Roca eterna. Isaías 26:4 NV

Trust in the Lord forever, for the Lord, the Lord himself, is the Rock eternal. Isaiah 26:4 NIV
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UNIT 3: Travel and Technology

List of Contents Unit Aims

Topic 1: On your way

Vocabulary:
1. Words related to travelling.
2. Compound nouns. 

Structures:
Past continuous

Topic 2: Technology talks

Vocabulary:
Words related to communication and technology.

Structures:
Comparatives and superlatives. 

Topic 1: On your way

1. To understand and practice the use of word connected with travel and 
compound nouns.
2. To understand and practice the use past continuous.
3. To understand general information in signs and notices.
4. To listen to and identify important information.
5. To answer questions and write a postcard.
6. To express information and details in a collaborative task.

Topic 2: Technology talks

1. To understand and practice using words connected with communication and 
technology.
2. To practice and apply the use of comparatives and superlatives.
3. To read an online article and decide if the information is right, wrong, or doesn’t 
appear.
4. To listen to and understand a conversation. 
5. To write and complete information.
6. To talk about past experiences, daily experiences, and plans.

UNIT 4: Fashion and Clothes

List Of Contents Unit Aims

Topic 1: Teen fashion

Vocabulary:
Words related to fashion, clothes, and shopping.

Structures: 
1. Collocations with verbs.
2. Present perfect with ever and never

Topic 2: Literature
Reader: What Katy did

Vocabulary:
Places and words connected with the story.

Topic 1: Teen fashion

1. To understand and practice the use of vocabulary related to fashion, clothes, and 
shopping, and collocation with verbs.
2. To practice using present perfect with ever and never.
3. To read and complete an online article.
4. To listen to and match information.
5. To write a review expressing personal opinions in a review.
6. To express information in a conversation.

Topic 2: Literature

1. To read and answer questions about an extensive text.
2. To analyze parts of the story.
3. To analyze characters.

Percentage Assessment Format Planned Assessment 

20% Oral evaluation (Picture discussion)
Travel and Technology

40% Written test
20% Written evaluation

Fashion and Clothes
20% Reader evaluation

100%


